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There are lots of adages about change – change is hard, change comes from within, 
change is for the better – but if you’re an SAP Basis administrator or SAP developer in 
your organization, change can be downright scary. Why? Changes, big or small, can 
shut down the system, causing serious business  repercussions. While the extent of 
the SAP changes requests, or transports, matters (from day-to-day tweaks of reports 
to large-scale roll-outs or major new functionality updates), most SAP environments 
have multiple changes going on simultaneously, making it sometimes difficult to isolate 
problems when they arise.

There are several factors that cause stress on the transport management process – 
manual controls and intervention, overlapping change requests, sequencing issues and 
multiple development and production environments. And if SAP is “stressed” due to a 
transport, as mentioned, the whole enterprise goes down. Plus, auditors are causing yet 
another stressor for SAP administrators as they demand demonstrable controls of the 
SAP change request/transport management process .
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SAP administrators have a tough job – keeping the enterprise’s system of  record up 
and running efficiently is akin to keeping the infrastructure for a large city operating. As 
a result of many interviews with SAP administrators over the years, ControlPanelGRC 
has devised a “wish list” for SAP  administrators to automate compliance reporting. 
However, before we tackle the wish list, let’s explore some of the inherent challenges 
with transports.

The Challenges with Transports in SAP

Challenges with SAP transports typically fall into six categories:

1. Too many manual procedures 
2. Complicated transport processing 
3. Challenges ordering and sequencing transports 
4. Overloaded SAP Basis Administrators 
5. Informal testing processes 
6. Increased auditor scrutiny

Too Many Manual Procedures 
Most SAP customers rely on manual procedures to manage transports. Individual 
developers keep track of the change requests they create. Project managers often 
maintain large spreadsheets to keep track of who is developing what and which change 
requests contain which bits of development. With consultants coming on and leaving 
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What is a typical SAP environment to implement transports? 

SAP customers install multiple SAP systems to create a “landscape” to be able to 
isolate development of new changes from production. While it is difficult to pinpoint 
a “typical” SAP environment, it usually has at least two pre-production, a “DEV” 
(development), a “QAS” (quality/integration testing), and “PRD” (production) system. 
In large environments there can be numerous pre-production systems. Within SAP 
systems, there are usually multiple “clients” that contain separate configuration and 
data sets to support development and testing of changes.

Typically, new objects are developed and unit tested within a client in a DEV system. 
The developed objects are then associated with a change request. An SAP change 
request may contain a single object or a group of objects that may be copied and 
moved to other clients within a SAP system or to SAP systems. The process of 
copying or more precisely exporting and importing the data to target clients via a 
change request is called transport management.
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projects and individuals losing track, it can be a nightmare keeping track of all objects in 
development and their status in the transport path.

Complicated Transport Processing 
In a typical SAP environment, a change request may be transported several times to 
multiple target clients as it is tested and eventually imported into the production system. 
Developers may release and request transport of dozens of change requests a day. 
During testing, often developers find an error which requires creation of a new change 
request that contains the fix to the error. The fix then becomes its own change request 
and must then be transported forward following the initial change request. During a 
busy implementation, there can be hundreds of change requests “in-flight” making their 
way to production. Often, there are multiple development efforts going on concurrently. 
Each may require a unique transport path to particular target clients as it is promoted to 
production. Often the need for a new client with a unique set of configuration and data 
is recognized and rapidly created. Transport paths are created or modified.

Challenges Ordering and Sequencing Transports 
Change requests can be mistakenly transported to the wrong clients or skipped. In 
SAP, the order in which transports are imported is critical as the “last one wins” – newly 
imported objects overwrite the existing object. Much frustration and confusion can 
occur if rigorous discipline isn’t followed in managing transport requests. “But it worked 
in development” is often heard on SAP projects when an object is tested in a new client 
that may not have received the same transports, in the same sequence. Days can be 
lost identifying objects that may have gotten written over by a subsequent transport and 
re-transporting the old back over the top.

Overloaded SAP Basis Administrators 
Historically, it has fallen to internal SAP Basis Administrators to process change 
requests and manually execute the commands to transport change requests into 
downstream SAP systems and clients. It is joked that Basis administrators are scared 
to go to lunch as when they get back there may be a stack of urgent paper transport 
requests on their office chair when they return. It seems developers always need their 
change requests transported right away. It is further joked that you can always tell 
the Basis administrator’s cubical by the “conga line” of developers waiting outside 
their cube for a transport to be executed. Plus, few Basis administrators like having to 
manually process transports. It is a tedious non value add task that can take hours to 
plow through. In large implementations, there can be a full time dedicated person just to 
process transports.

Informal Testing Processes 
Far too many SAP customers rely on informal testing by individual developers. Many 
SAP project managers lose sleep hoping that poorly tested changes don’t bring down 
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production. In highly regulated enterprises, testing must be rigorous and thoroughly 
documented. One customer, a defense contractor requires that for every ABAP 
program, a specifications test, a functional test and a code inspection must be performed. 
Test results must be captured and stored. Sign-offs are required at each step.

Increased Auditor Scrutiny 
As mentioned, external auditors are broadening their purview and depth of inquiry into 
demonstrable controls of the SAP change request/transport management process. 
They are recognizing the risk of the introduction of untested or potentially malicious 
changes into an ERP Production system which is the financial system of record 
for an enterprise. Auditors want to know who requested a change, who approved 
development, who tested it, what were the test results and who reviewed them and 
when did it go into production.

Many enterprises use paper forms to provide the tracking of the audit information. 
Reams of binders can be filled with old transport request forms. Addressing audit 
concerns can entail plowing through stacks of old forms. Other firms rely on email 
chains for tracking transports.

SAP Transport “Wish List”

For many SAP implementations, having better controls for managing change requests 
has been on a perennial wish list. Most firms have policies regarding SAP change 
management, but few have demonstrable controls. Based on conversations with SAP 
Basis administrators over the past several years, below is a “wish list” of functionality and 
process updates to keep SAP upand-running smoothly and to be “Always Audit Ready.”

1. Automate the transport process 
Automation of the transport process is critical as manual processes are not tenable as 
your organization grows. Manual processes require too much time, too much personal 
intervention, and cause too much risk for error. ControlPanelGRC’s Transport Manager 
workflow routes transport requests through the approval, validation, and migration 
phases. The system then periodically sends approved changes to the production 
system based on a configurable migration strategy. With the ability to configure 
Transport Manager to automatically send approved transports to target systems as 
frequently as every 5-10 minutes, your teams are no longer restricted by time zones and 
the availability of Basis team members to complete the process.

2. Don’t add more SAP infrastructure that slows down the transport process 
Companies must consider the time and cost associated with interleaving the 
implementation of a better transport management solution with other competing IT and 
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compliance initiatives. The shorter and more discrete the implementation, the better 
the chance of getting it approved and implemented. Moreover, a solution should be 
able to operate in SAP without expensive maintenance contracts or frequent upgrades 
required. For instance, ControlPanelGRC is installed using existing hardware and is in the 
ABAP programming language.

3. Increase visibility to sequencing issues 
Automation of transports also resolves onerous sequencing issues. For development 
to work in a downstream system, a string of change requests needs to be transported 
together in the right sequence. Otherwise, if two developers changed the same object 
and somehow the older object gets transported in after the newer version of the same 
object, it can cause a shutdown of SAP. Our solution automates workflow to avoid 
sequencing issues that can occur.

4. Institute new testing processes 
Too often, SAP project teams rely on individual developers to test their own work. From 
an audit and controls perspective, having people test their own work is inherently a 
conflict of interest. Few tools exist in SAP natively to confirm whether a piece of testing 
actually occurred. However, those tools, like ControlPanelGRC, can be critical to ensure 
proper and adequate testing procedures were followed.

5. Provide automated reports to auditors 
Manually preparing reports for auditors can be time-consuming, and also cause 
mistakes. At every step of the SAP transport management process, the ControlPanelGRC 
system uses e-mail to inform the change request originator and the team leader or team 
member involved in the request of changes and approval steps. A history report shows 
the workflow path that the request follows through an application, and notes validation 
details which provide an auditable review of testing. Those reports can then be turned 
over to auditors to demonstrate compliance.

6. Eliminate mundane day-to-day tasks in order to focus on strategic projects 
Another soft cost is the morale killing nature of manually performing transports. For 
a professional Basis administrator, this work is tedious and non-glamorous. The time 
spent manually performing transports can consume hours every day for expensive Basis 
administrators. Sometimes Basis administrators are required to process transports 
outside of normal working hours meaning many of them are asked to dial-in and 
process transports before going to bed at night.

ControlPanelGRC almost eliminates any Basis participation in routine transport processing 
as the solution transports approved change requests automatically. The savings can 
be quantified by multiplying the hours currently spent by the burdened rate of the 
administrators.
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From “Wish List” to Reality owners/users of the solution?

Managing organizational change requests, or transports, in SAP is already difficult. 
Trying to do it with an overburdened staff using manual processes makes it downright 
impossible. The reality is that there’s no reason that the SAP Transport “Wish List” 
should exist at all. Technology exists that can automate and report on transports. 
Moreover, that technology doesn’t take months to implement or require an “SAP MBA” 
to use. At ControlPanelGRC, we believe in keeping you Always Audit Ready. While most 
of our solution’s modules work to simplify audit compliance and reporting, Transport 
Manager is also about driving efficiencies from your business. 
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* Symmetry. SAP®, and SAP NetWeaver® are registered trademarks of SAP AG. All other 

products mentioned in this document are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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About ControlPanelGRC Transport Manager
ControlPanelGRC offers a suite of compliance automation modules. Transport Manager is the 
module that automates SAP transports. 

Configurable Transport Workflow 
A configurable, web-enabled workflow a critical 
component of ControlPanelGRC Transport 
Manager. The solution allows you to configure 
your workflow to meet different business or 
auditing requirements. It provides multiple 
options to easily add different approvers 
and approval levels throughout the transport 
process. The Transport Manager workflow is 
integrated with the standard transport release 
process.

Automate Transports in SAP 
The Transport Manager workflow routes 
transport requests through the  approval, 
validation, and migration phases. The 
system then periodically sends approved 
changes to the production system based 
on a configurable migration strategy. With 
the ability to configure Transport Manager to 
automatically send approved transports up 
to every 15 minutes your teams are no longer 

restricted by time zones and the availability 
of Basis team members to complete the 
process. Transport Manager also helps speed 
the change management process by taking 
over the time consuming manual task of 
chasing down late approvals. The system 
sends automated e-mail notifications to 
remind personnel of their required tasks and 
upcoming due dates.

Documented Audit Trail 
At every step of the SAP transport 
management process, the ControlPanelGRC 
system uses e-mail to inform the change 
request originator and the team leader or  
team member involved in the request of 
changes and approval steps. A history report 
shows the workflow path that the request   
zollows through an application, and notes 
validation details which  provide an auditable 
review of testing.


